CITY OF ANAKTUVUK PASS
RESOLUTION NO. 2020-06

WHEREAS, the city council met with the Naqsragmiut Tribal Council and the Nunamiut Corporation Board to discuss and update travel mandates; and,

WHEREAS, in view of the rising number of cases of COVID-19 across the State of Alaska, the city council recognizes the need to act to help keep its residents safe; and,

WHEREAS, the city council has reviewed the proposed Updated Travel Mandates and Travel Declaration Form, both of which are attached and are incorporated in the Resolution; and,

WHEREAS, the city council finds the updated travel mandates and travel declaration requirement to be reasonable and prudent and in the best interests of the residents of Anaktuvuk Pass.

NOW, THEREFORE be it resolved. that the updated travel mandates and the travel declaration form are approved, adopted, and enacted. They shall remain in effect until such time as they are discontinued by action of the city council.

BE IT FURTHER resolved, that the Notice of the Updated Travel Mandates and Travel Declaration Forms be distributed to air taxi services and made known to the public.

This Resolution was adopted at a duly called meeting of the City Council of Anaktuvuk Pass on the 30th day of November 2020 by a vote of 7 votes FOR and 0 votes AGAINST adoption.

Charles S. Naga
Mayor of the City of Anaktuvuk Pass

ATTEST:

City Clerk